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The first point in the narrative of the sojourners which strikes us is the mention of seven pairs of pillars.
Their exact symbolic meaning is a legitimate point for discussion, and undoubtedly they contain 
meanings within meanings. We may at any rate agree that one meaning is the seven Heavens through 
which the ascending soul must pass before it reaches the throne of God. In the ancient Jewish and in the
early Christian teaching there were seven Heavens, and it has been suggested that the reason why the 
descent of the Holy Ghost took place ten days after the ascension of Christ is that the time was 
occupied by Him as follows:- The first day saw His ascent from earth; the second to the eighth covered 
the period during which He was passing through the seven Heavens; on the ninth day He fulfilled His 
promise and despatched the Holy Ghost, Who reached earth on the tenth day. That the seven Heavens 
were firmly believed in not only by the Jews but by the mediaeval Christians is shown by the fact that 
Dante mentions them in his “Paradise.” In this interpretation the pairs of pillars mark the gateway to 
each Heaven, and the most Holy Place is of course the Throne of God.

Secondly, there is undoubtedly a mystical reference to the sevenfold nature of man, and also to the 
seven Higher Sephiroth. In this sense they indicate stages of spiritual evolution in man himself by 
which he achieves his highest conception of the Supreme Being.

The next fact which strikes us is a clear indication that the old conceptions of Heaven, and even of 
God, represented by the Holy Place, must give way to a new and higher conception, for the pillars, 
though beautiful, are ruined, and the Holy Place itself has been destroyed. This fact is a clear hint that 
despite the general old testament atmosphere which surrounds the R.A. to-day the higher conception of 
God is that contained in the new Law or the Christian Dispensation. In our present ritual, however, the 
new law is ruled out, and instead thereof we find there is a new and different conception of God from 
that taught in the Mosaical Dispensation, although it cannot be called Christian. It is certainly, however,
not Jewish, for in all their varied teachings concerning Jehovah we get no hint in the Bible of His 
Creative, Preservative and Annihilative character.

Nevertheless, we are taught that this new conception lies hidden, as it were, underneath the old Jewish 
conception, and this leads to the discovery of the V..
THE V. (1)

I have met brethren who have criticised this part of the ritual on the grounds that arches and vaults were
unknown to the Jews at the period of the building of the second Temple. Even if the statement had been
correct it would not really have mattered, for the whole story is symbolical. As a matter

of fact, however, plenty of vaults whose ages run back to before the time of King Solomon have been 
discovered in Palestine itself. In many cases these are formed by slightly overlapping stones, and the 
top, or keystone, is a flat stone which is kept in place on either end by the weight of earth above it. 
Although there is no keystone in our sense of the word, such vaults would nevertheless fulfil all the 
requirements of our legend. There seems reason to believe, however, that the vault with arch and 
keystone all complete were known long before they came into common use in the West. They were 
certainly known in China before 1,000 B.C., and competent architects are of the opinion that the arch 



was well-known in Greece, but was not used by the best Greek architects for the simple reason that 
they preferred upright and vertical lines in their buildings. When we recollect that the bee-hive but is 
one of the most primitive forms of human habitation, we shall perceive at once that it is unwise to make
any categorical statement to the effect that arches, even true arches, were not known at the time of the 
rebuilding of the Temple.

The manner of entering the V. is peculiar, and, to say the least of it, not very practical. As described in 
the ritual it is difficult to say whether the two arch stones were both on one side of the keystone or one 
on either side of it. We must assume they were both on one side, which would explain why it was 
difficult for the sun to enter, since the broken half of the arch would to some extent impede the light, 
but it is difficult to believe that in real life experienced masons would pull out two stones from the side 
of the arch instead of starting with the cap-stone. This fact of course is to stress the point that the whole
story is an allegory, and in this sense the two lesser stones represent Body and Soul, or more correctly 
the faculties attached to each, whereas the keystone is the spiritual nature. The reference to the three 
sets of life lines is most interesting. The main rope which supports the investigator calls to mind the 
rope by which Amitabha Buddha “Draws men to salvation.” It also recalls a curious passage in the 
High History of the Holy Graal, where we are informed that Sir Perceval in a certain mystical castle 
sees a chain descend into a pit, attached to which chain is a crown, and we are told that this chain is 
supported by God only. This main life line is clearly the link which connects the Divine Spark in man 
with the Supreme Being. The two lesser life lines refer respectively to the Body and Soul, and indicate 
there is a link which connects man with God through the second person of the Trinity, Whom we are 
informed was “of a reasonable soul and human flesh subsisting.” The fact is of importance as 
indicating a belief that not merely the Divine Spark but Body and Soul also are immortal, although 
transformed into a spiritual shape.

The fact that he signals with his l. hand for more liberty is a hint that the soul is the means of 
intercommunication between the spiritual and material worlds, and is the link whereby the spirit in man
is enabled to transmit to the body its discoveries in the realms of the spirit, while the fact that the other 
hand is used to signal that the explorer wishes to be drawn up, implies, quite correctly, that while in this
physical world the body alone enables us to communicate our discoveries to our fellow mortals. It will 
thus be seen that these apparently unimportant trifles, as is usually the case in Freemasonry, teach very 
valuable lessons. It is important that the mystic should realise that the body, although it must be kept in 
its proper place, has important functions which it alone can perform, and must not be neglected or its 
vitality diminished. This fact is one which is often overlooked or ignored by the zealous mystic, with 
detriment to himself and to those whom it is his duty to teach.

J. S. M. Ward

During the time I have been in the army, I never knew a bad soldier who was a Freemason.

Duke of Wellington
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